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1. Name ofthe organization
1.A. Official name
Please provide the full official name of the organization, in its original language, as it appears in the
supporting documentation establishing its legal personality (section 8.b below).
"Azarbaycan Xal<;:a<;:llan" ictimai Birliyi

1.B. Name in English and/or French
Please provide the name of the organization in English and/or French.
"Azerbajan Khalchachilary" Carpet Makers' Union

2.

Address of the organization

Please provide the complete postal address of the organization, as well as additional contact information
such as its telephone or fax numbers, e-mail address, website, etc. This should be the postal address where
the organization carries out its business, regardless of where it may be legally domiciled (see section 8).
Organization :
Address:

"Azerbajan Khalchachilary" Carpet Makers' Union

51/4 , Asef Zeynally street, AZ 1095, Sabail district, Baku, Azerbaijan

Telephone number:

(+99412) 492 42 35

Fax number:

(+99412) 493 66 85

Email address:

acwu.az@day.az

Other relevant
information:
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3.

Country or countries in which the organization is active

Please identify the country or countries in which the organization actively operates. If it operates entirely
within one country, please indicate which country. If its activities are international, please indicate whether it
operates globally or in one or more regions , and please list the primary countries in which it carries out
activities.

[8J national

D international (please specify: )
D worldwide
D Africa
D

Arab States

D Asia & the Pacific
D Europe & North America
D Latin America & the Caribbean
Please list the primary country(ies) where it is active:
the Republic of Azerbaijan

4.

Date of its founding or approximate duration of its existence

Please state when the organization came into existence.
The Azerbaijani Carpet Makers' Union started its activity from 2002 as a public movement of
weavers and scholars who wished to promote, safeguard , and develop carpetweaving in
Azerbaijan. The core of the movement constituted of the future founders of the Azerbaijani Carpet
Maker's Union, including Roya Taghiyeva , Alisafa Nuriyev, Fatima Aghamirzayeva,
Mammadhuseyn Huseynov, and Eldar Mikailzadeh. In 2004 they participated in developing the
Law on Azerbaijani Carpet which was adopted in 2005.
As an NGO, the Union was created during the Forum of the Azerbaijani carpet weavers in 2007.
From its very origin , the Azerbaijani Carpet Makers' Union (also called "Azerbaijan Khalchachilary"
Carpet Makers' Union) planned to operate as a legal organisation, which became possible only
several years later.
The Carpet Makers' Union received its legal personality in 2010.

5. Objectives of the organization
Please describe the objectives for which the organization was established, which should be 'in confonmity
with the spirit of the Convention' (Criterion C) . If the organization's primary objectives are other than
safeguarding intangible cultural heritage, please explain how its safeguarding objectives relate to those
larger objectives.
Not to exceed 350 words; do not attach additional information

The general aim of the Azerbaijani Carpet Makers' Union is the safeguarding , development and
transmission of Azerbaijani traditional carpetmaking as a part of intangible cultural heritage of
Azerbaijan.
The Azerbaijani carpetmaking covers the following domains:
- traditional carpet-making skills and craftsmanship knowledge;
- social practices and festive events involving the use of carpets ;
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- oral traditions and expressions referring to carpets.
To achieve its general goal, the Union's objectives are the following :
- revival of lost traditions and technologies of Azerbaijani carpet weaving ;
- working out the strategy and prospects of various aspects of carpet weaving development;
- ensuring effective transmission of carpet-weaving to the young generation, while maintaining the
traditional oral way of transmission
- creation and keeping up to date a database of Azerbaijani carpet makers and weavers;
- elaboration of various types of awareness raising activities to ensure the active involvement of
young people;
- development of cultural communications and mutual respect while sharing the experience of
Azerbaijani carpet makers with regional and intemational cultural community;

6. The organization's activ ities in t he field of safeguarding intangible cultural heritage
Sections 6.a to 6.c are the primary place to establish that the NGO satisfies the criterion of having 'proven
competence, expertise and experience in safeguarding (as defined in Article 2.3 of the Convention)
intangible cultural heritage belonging, inter alia , to one or more specific domains' (Criterion A).
6.a. Domain(s) in which the organization is active
Please tick one or more boxes to indicate the primary domains in which the organization is most active. If its
activities involve domains other than those listed, please tick 'other domains' and indicate which domains are
concerned.

[8:J oral traditions and expressions

D performing arts
[8:J social practices, rituals and festive events

D

knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe

[8:J traditional craftsmanship

D other domains - please specify:

6.b. Primary safeguarding activities in which the organization is involved
Please tick one or more boxes to indicate the organization's primary safeguarding activities. If its activities
involve safeguarding measures not listed here, please tick 'other safeguarding measures' and specify which
ones are concerned.

[8:J identification, documentation, research (including inventory-making)
[8:J preservation, protection
[8:J promotion, enhancement
[8:J transmission, formal or non-formal education
[8:J revitalization

D

other safeguarding measures - please specify:
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S.c. Description of the organization's activities
Organizations requesting accreditation should briefly describe their recent activities and their relevant
experience in safeguarding intangible cultural heritage. Please provide information on the personnel and
membership of the organization, describe their competence and expertise in the domain of intangible cultural
heritage and explain how they acquired such competence. Documentation of such activities and
competences may be submitted, if necessary, under section B.c below.
Not to exceed 750 words; do not attach additional information

Since September 2007 the Union has been involved into a number of activities, as weli as
organized and participated in various exhibitions and cultural events:
Although the Union got its legal accreditation from the Government of Azerbaijan in 2010. the
Union was created in 2007 during the Forum of the Azerbaijani carpet weavers which brought
together carpet makers from all over Azerbaijan. The event enabled carpet weavers to share their
experience and touch upon major challenges between each other without the direct involvement of
the Government. One of the major results of the Forum was also the creation of special network of
carpet weavers.
In February 2008. the Union was the main organiser of an exhibition called "Azerbaijan - a country
of fires and carpets" that took place at the Bogdan and Barbara Khanenko Museum of Art in Kiev,
Ukraine.
In September 2008, the Union took active part in the conference "Art of Azerbaijani Carpetmaking
and Its Safeguarding in the Modern Period" held in Baku. The conference was attended by a
number of researchers and carpet makers from various regions of Azerbaijan.
In September 2009, the Union organised the 1S\ National Festival of modern carpets in various
regions of Azerbaijan. The Festival was attended by a large number of visitors and was widely
supported by the local administrations and municipalities.
In December 2009, the Union initiated an exhibition of modern decorative applied arts in Baku. The
exhibition got the highest number of visitors among all the cultural events in Baku of that year.
In 2009-2010, the Azerbaijani Carpet Makers' Union as a representative of the carpet weaving
community participated in developing and submitting the nomination file of Azerbaijani
carpetweaving for the UNESCO Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. In
the framework of this action, the Union participated in developing the Inventory of ICH of
Azerbaijan. particularly describing types of traditional Azerbaijani carpets, their technical
characteristics and involving carpet weavers' communities.
The Union stimulates the development of creativeness among weavers (especially young weavers)
and prepares programmes for reviving carpet weaving techniques and types of textiles. In August
2009, in Baku, the Carpet Makers' Union held a round table "Unchangible cultural values in the
changeable world" devoted to problems of producing flatwoven carpets in Azerbaijan. As a result,
the Union organizes regular training courses on the flatwoven techniques at the State Museum of
Azerbaijani Carpets and Applied Folk Arts.
In 2009-2010 the Union carried out the survey of modern situation with carpet-making art in the
north-east and north-west parts of Azerbaijan to develop the strategy of safeguarding the
carpetweaving in the regions. This activity was preceeded by a long discussion with local carpet
weavers.
In 2011. the Union and representatives of carpet weaving communities drew up a project of longterm programme on stimulation and development of carpetweaving crafts in traditional carpet
regions. This programme is aimed at the creation of favourable conditions for the revival of local
sheep breeding and producing indigenous types of carpet Wool. natural dyes, and processed yarn
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in each region .

In 2009-2011 the Union actively participated in "Beyond Boredom, Dust and Decay - Museums as
Life Long Learning Spaces for Intercultural Dialogue", DW International regional program for
Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia and Russia.
In 2010 - 2011 , the member of the Union took active part in the "Pilot Capacity-building Project on
Mobilising Museum Educational Resources for the Preservation and Development of Azerbaijani
Traditional Arts and Crafts, in particular carpetweaving traditions" which included trainings and
developing the CD-Guide on museum education.
As one of its latest activities, in March 2011, the NGO participated in an exhibition of traditional
applied arts by modern artists from Uzbekistan held in Baku. The event was organized in
collaboration with the "Uzbekistan Culture & Art Forum Foundation" and the "Meros" Associations
of Antiquaries of Uzbekistan.

Experts of the Azerbaijan Carpet makers' Union:
ROYA TAGHIYEVA
- head of the Azerbaijani Carpet Makers' Union since 2007;
- doctor of art studies, professor
- expert in Azerbaijani carpet studies: over 60 articles and books including Azerbaijani Carpet,
Ankara 1999, Azerbaijani Carpet in Houisehold, Baku, 2007, Traditions of Azerbaijani Carpet,
Budapest, 2011;
- director of the Azerbaijani Carpet & Applied Art Museum from 1982;
- chairperson of the Azerbaijani National Committee of ICOM from 1993;
- In 2004, she participated in developing the Law on Preservation and Development of the
Azerbaijani Carpet. The document concerned the characteristics of local carpets, carpet inventory,
and the state support for development and preservation of the carpet, trainings for researchers and
instructors, dissimination of knowledge and certification , creating economic conditions for
producing local types of wool and dyes, revival of endangered weaving traditions, fulfilling
investment policy;
- in 2009-2010, Roya Taghiyeva participated in developing the nomination file of Azerbaijani
carpetweaving for the UNESCO Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
- Participation in international programmes:
2000 - exchange program between the British Museum and BP-AMOCO, London
2004 - IREX exchange program, Cincinnati, USA;
2006-2007 -IPAM (International Programs of American Museums) program of international
museum cooperation between the Textile Museum, Washington, and the Azerbaijani Carpet
Museum, Baku, for developing the CD and online handguide of maintaining and managing textile
collections;
2009-2011 - Beyond Boredom, Dust and Decay - Museums as Life Long Learning Spaces for
Intercultural Dialogue, DW International regional program for Azerbaijan , Armenia , Georgia,
Russia.

AZAD ALlYEV - Chairman of Social-Economic Research NGO from 2003;
- Experience in technical assistance, education programmes, creation of new job places for the
development of SME's and Sustainable Development in mountainous and other regions of
Azerbaijan
- Experience in production of hand-made carpets, carpeting products and consumer goods
- Comprehensive understanding of regional and local community governance
- Extensive knowledge of the laws and regulations pertaining to economic reforms
- Member of the Executive Council of the Azerbaijan Carpet Makers' Union since 2009
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FATIMA AGHAMIRZAYEVA- head of the World of Carpet Association in the Guba region from 2006. The Association helps
carpetworkshops and individual weavers to establish their work and bring their products to foreign
markets. Member of the Executive Council of the Azerbaijan Carpet Makers' Union.
ELDAR MIKAILZADEH and MAMMADHUSEYN HUSEYNOV - carpet designers;
- senior lectors at the Azerbaijan State Academy of Fine Arts;
- In 2004, they participated in developing the Law on Preservation and Development of the
Azerbaijani Carpet.

7. Its experiences cooperating with communities, groups and intangible cultural heritage
practitioners
The Committee will evaluate whether NGOs requesting accreditation 'cooperate in a spirit of mutual respect
with communities, groups and, where appropriate, individuals that create, maintain and transmit intangible
cultural heritage' (Criterion D). Please briefly describe such experiences here.
Not to exceed 350 words; do not attach additional information

The Union always positioned the local carpet weaving communities as the key actors in the
mission that it took commitment for. In cooperation with other national and local NGOs, the Union
managed to be widely recognized as one of the key messengers of local communities before the
local and national government administrations.
In the frameworks of the Forum of the Azerbaijani carpet weavers initiated in September 2007
(during which it was established) and several activities afterwards, the Union launched a direct and
permanent networking process among local communities. Through the direct involvement of the
Azerbaijan Carpet Makers' Union carpet weavers of various regions of Azerbaijan (Guba, Shirvan,
Ganja, Gazakh and other regions) got the chance to share experience about major challenges they
face in carpet weaving .
In 2009-2010 the Union, in cooperation with the weaving communities including NGOs and various
community institutions such as the Latif Kerimov Carpet Development Foundation, the World of
Carpets Association, and the Azerkhalcha Scientific and Creative Carpet-Production Association,
carried out the survey of modern situation with the carpet-making art in the north-east and northwest parts of Azerbaijan to develop the strategy of safeguarding and transmitting the carpet
weaving in the regions. Members of the Union visited a number of carpet making centers in these
regions and made observations on the current trends in the local carpet weaving. Many of the local
carpet weaving families and communities face problems related to migration of the youth , who
move often to big cities, rather than staying in the native settlements. As a result, the traditional
transmission of the art to young people inside one family, which also provides development of
artistic drawings and styles peculiar to the regions , is becoming less evident and frequent.
In the framework of one of the Union's recent activities, Ms Fatma Agamirzayeva, a member of the
Executive Council of the Azerbaijani Carpet Makers Union, together with her team visited carpet
weaving communities in the mountain Guba region . During the visits, they got to learn a number of
problems facing this traditional art due to poor quality of wool and dyes in the local market and the
consistent loss of original design patterns. As a facilitator, the Union proposed to the local and
national government institutions to stimulate their productivity through supplying the weavers with
raw products indispensable in carpet weaving. The result of these observations was setting up a
project of long-term programme on stimulation and development of carpet weaving crafts in
traditional carpet regions of the country. This programme is meant to create favourable conditions
for the revival of local sheep breeding and producing indigenous types of carpet wool , natural dyes,
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and processed yarn in each region. In the process of the implementation of the programme, the
Union remains in constant contact with the local carpet weavers and ensures constant exchange of
information about the progress in the programme.
8. Documentation of the operational capacities of the organization
The Operational Directives (paragraph 97) require that an organization requesting accreditation shall submit
documentation proving that it possesses the operational capacities listed under Criterion E. Such supporting
documents may take various forms, in light of the diverse legal regimes in effect in different States.
Submitted documents should be translated whenever possible into English or French if the originals are in
another language. Please label supporting documents clearly with the section (B .a, B.b or B.c) to which they
refer.

8.a. Membership and personnel
Proof of the participation of the membership of the organization, as requested under Criterion E (i) , may take
diverse forms such as a list of directors, list of personnel and statistical information on the quantity and
categories of members; a complete membership roster usually need not be submitted .
Please attach supporting documents, labelled 'Section B.a'.

8.b. Recognized legal personality
If the organization has a charter, articles of incorporation , by-laws or similar establishing document, a copy
should be attached. If, under the applicable domestic law, the organization has a legal personality
recognized through some means other than an establishing document (for instance, through a published
notice in an official gazette or journal), please provide documentation showing how that legal personality was
established.
Please attach supporting documents, labelled 'Section B.b '.

8.c. Duration of existence and activities
If it is not already indicated clearly from the documentation provided for section B.b, please submit
documentation proving that the organization has existed for at least four years at the time it requests
accreditation. Please provide documentation showing that it has carried out appropriate safeguarding
activities during that time, including those described above in section 6.c. Supplementary materials such as
books, CDs or DVDs, or similar publications cannot be taken into consideration and should not be submitted.
Please attach supporting documents, labelled 'Section B.c '.

9. Contact person for correspondence
Provide the complete name, address and other contact information of the person responsible for
correspondence concerning th is request. If an e-mail address cannot be provided, the information should
include a fax number.
Title (Ms/Mr, etc.):

Dr

Family name:

Taghiyeva

Given name:

Roya

Institution/position:
Address:

Chairperson of "Azerbajan Khalchachilary" Carpet Makers' Union

51/4, Asef Zeynally street, AZ 1095, Sabail district, Baku, Azerbaijan

Telephone number:

(+99412) 492 42 35

Fax number:

(+99412) 493 66 85
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E-mail address:

acwu.az@day.az.

tagiyeva_r@rambler.ru

Other relevant
information:

10. Signature
The application must include the name and signature of the person empowered to sign it on behalf of the
organization requesting accreditation . Requests without a signature cannot be considered.
Name:
Title:

Roya Taghiyeva
Or.

Date:
Signature:
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8.a. The structure of the Azerbaijan Carpetmakers Union
Chairman
Administrative personnel - Supervises over current affairs of Social Union.
Such the joint body Administrative personnel consist of chairman of Union, its
assistants and other persons who have below-mentioned powers:
• Accepts and releases in membership of Union;
• Brings offers and projects;
• Creates branches and representations of Union;
• Decides all questions not concerning another administative bodies of
Union;
Activities & Technology Department - Daily traces activity of members of
Union, studies a modem condition of carpet schools, for stimulation activity of
carpetmakers and masters people-applied art helps them to carry out projects.
Brings offers of the lost technologies, compositions of carpet and national-applied
types of service.
Training Department
bspeccIaly works wIth children and youth, with
professionals and fans. The department is engaged in training to kinds of carpet
and national-applied art, organises courses of vocational guidance of teenagers.
The training department helps expansion interests of fans to national-applied art.
Coordination of Regions department - works over creation of communications
between carpetmakers of different areas of Azerbaijan, for preservation of art in
the carpet centres, for increase interests in carpet and other kinds of people-applied
art.
Scientific - Research Department - spends research work on carpet art and
carpet-makers, publishes results of these researches. Conducts the register of
carpets and kinds of art embroidery, restores names of lost kinds of art embroidery.
International Relations Department - is engaged in formation of relations
between communities of carpet-makers and masters of people-applied art, conduct
joint researches, find donors, preparate design offers, create communications with
icoc, the International Folklore Organization, UNESCO, ISESCO and other
international organisations, organize participation and carrying out of the
international symposiums, conferences, seminar and trainings. Represents Social
T'-'.J...J...J..'-'.J...J..
Tn;An ;n
thp ;ntprno::lt;Ano::ll A.. 0-0::In1 C'ct1r",",C'
.L.Li "'.J...I..'-' .I...J..J.L.V.L.J..J."",,",.J.V.L.J.\..I.l. V.L5u...L.J..1~U.L.LV.LJ....:J.

Organization Department auctions and other actions.

orgamses exhibitions, competitions, festivals,
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General Department - carries out daily writing activity.
Financial Department - Carries out financial activity of Union. Provides
gathering of membership dues, donations, makes the estimate of expenses of
projects, financial reports and hands over in the necessary organizations.
Working group - is engaged in preparation of monitoring programs on zones, the
annual plan and the report, promotion of design offers, the organisation of monthly
meetings with carpet-makers and masters of people-applied art, preparation of
offers under the decision of their problems.
Youth group - works with young masters (18-35 years), helps carrying out of
monitoring, preparation of database, defines the factors, disturbing for
development of creativity of youth and prepares offers on their elimination. Carries
on propaganda of kinds of carpet and people-applied art among youth. Makes
offers on carrying out of annual festival «New breath in a carpet».
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Administrative personnel of the Azerbaijan Carpetmakers Union

1. Roya Tagiyeva - the chairman of the Azerbaijan Carpetmakers Union,
doctor of art, professor, the director of State Museum of Azerbaijan Carpet
and Applied Art
2. Latifa Huseynova - the professor of International Ecoenergetic Academy,
ecologist-scientist, chemical engeneer.
3. Eldar Mikayilzade - The FoIe painter of Azerbaijan, carpet maker painter.
4. Mammadhuseyn Huseynov - Dosent in State Art Academy of Azerbaijan
Republic, carpet maker painter
5. Aydin Rajabov - Carpet maker painter, the member of Union of Painters of
Azerbaijan
6. Alisafa Nuriyev - the director of Azerkhalcha production unity
7. Teymur Bunyatov - Academician, head of department of Institute of
Archeology and Ethnography of NASA (National Academy of Sciences of
Azerbaijan)
8. Fatima Agamirzayeva - modelyer, carpet maker, businessman (owner)

Representatives on regions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Baki-Eldar Mikayilzade
Shirvan and Mughan-Mammadhuseyn Huseynov
Quba-FatimaAghamirzayeva
Qazakh-Heyran Vakilova
5. Qarabakh, Goycha, Borchali-Khalida Bakirova
6. Ganja-Elyar Guliyev
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Members of the Azerbaijan Carpetmakers Union
Carpet painters
1. Elmira Kerimova
2. Sevda Gurbanova
3. Fatma Orujova
4. Kamran ibrahimkhalilov
5. Ayturan ibrahimova
6. inji Safaraliyeva
7. Adil Mammadov
8. Zemfira ismayilova
9. Tarier Bashirov
10. Tamilla Nabiyeva
11. Zahida Hashimova
12. Eldar Hajiyev
13. Leyla Vazehi
14. Narmin Aliyeva
15. Elvina Huseynova
16. Gulyana Mammadova
17. Fatima Aghamirzayeva
18. Raufismayilov
19. Rufat Rzayev
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Embroideres

1. Rahima Pashayeva
2. Sevinj Pashayeva
3. Gulyana Mammadova
4. Farbiya Shabanova
5. Mehriban Aliyeva
6. Jamila Ramazanova
7. Shahla Asgerova
8. Badira Aliyeva
9. Zarifa Seyidaliyeva
10.Adil Khalilzade
11.Mehriban Khalilzade
12.Gulnar Aghayeva
13.Rahila Ahmedova
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Others

1. Kamal Mustafayev
2. Shaig Mammadov
3. Huseyn Hajimustafazade
4. Tofig Rasulov
5. Shahin Rahimov
6. Mahbuba Hasanova
7. Ulfet Salayev
8. Najaf Gadirov
9. Melekkhanym Hajiyeva
10. Teymur Balaliyev
11. Nazar Aliyev
12. Khanym Huseynova
13. Namig Huseynov
14. Latifa Huseynova
15. Gulshen Huseynova
16. Zohrab Rustamov
17. Azad Aliyev
18. lamaletdin Eyubov
19. Elchin Safarov
20. Valida Orujova
21. Zenfira Hashimova
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“Azərbaycan Xalçaçıları”
İctimai Birliyi
AZ1095, Bakı şəh., Asəf Zeynallı küç., 51/4

Azerbaijan Carpet Makers’
Union
e-mail: acwu@day.az

51/4, Asaf Zeynally str., Baku, AZ1095

Tel.: (+99412) 492 42 35, Fax: (+99412) 493 66 85

Section 8.a.

The Executive Council
of the Azerbaijani Carpet Makers’ Union

1. Roya Tagiyeva, chairperson (tagiyeva_r@rambler.ru)
2. Azad Aliyev, foreign relations (azad_aliev@mail.az)
3. Fatma Agamirzayeva, relations with NGOs and weaving communities in the
Guba abd Shirvan regions (worldofcarpet@mail.ru)
4. Eldar Mikayilzade, relations with weaving communities in the Baku region
(mikayılzade@inbox.ru)
5. Mammadhuseyn Huseynov, relations with weaving communities in the
Gazakh and Ganja regions (huseynov_art@yahoo.com)
6. Alisafa Nuriyev, relations with carpet producers (alisafa@azerin.com)
7. Teymur Bunyatov (tel: +994 12 498-75-09/439-22-94; mob. +994 50 36141-65), relations with weaving communites in the Lenkoran region

Members’ total number: 49
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Unofficial translation
Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Azerbaijan
Excerpt from register of the Non-Government Organisations

Name of the Organisation: Azerbaijani Carpetmakers' Union
Date of registration: 29.01.2010
Registration number: 1110-Q30-2803
Type ofthe Organisation: Union
Financial year: 01 January-31 December
Address: 51/4, Asaf Zeynalli str., Sabail district, Baku
Territory of activity: Republic of Azerbaijan
Subject and purpose of the activity: Safeguarding, development and promotion
in the world of Azerbaijani national carpet weaving art.
9. Legal representative: Roya Tagiyeva Seyfaddin
10. Legal base for the registration: Decisions and other documents of the general
meeting of the founders on 13.07.2009 and 29.12.2009

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

14.04.2010
(date of the issue of excerpt)

NQ 11/576

Head of Registration
and Notariat Department

Ilqar Mammadov

Statutes
of the Azerbaijani Carpet Makers' Union
"Azerbaijan Halchachilary"

I. General provisions

1.1.

1.2.

1.3.
1.4.

The Union is an open non-governmental and non-commercial
association of people sharing the mission and purposes of the Union
operating in the territories of the Azerbaijani Republic.
Activity of the Union is carried out according to the Constitution of
Azerbaijan, domestic legislation on non-governmental organizations,
and the Statutes.
The Union is a legal person.
The main office of the Union is located in 51/4, Asef Zeinally street,
Baku, Azerbaijan

II. The General Aims and Tasks of the Union

2.1. The general aim is safeguarding the Azerbaijani traditional carpet
making, as well as encouraging its development and popularization in
the world.
2.2. To achieve these aims the Union carries out the following tasks:
• revival of lost traditions and technologies of Azerbaijani carpet
weavmg;
• working out the strategy and prospects of carpet weaving
development;
• creation the database of Azerbaijani carpet makers and weavers;
• extension of cultural communications and mutual sharing with work
experience between Azerbaijani carpet makers and the global
cultural community;
2.3. For realising these tasks, the Union carries out:
• conferences, seminars, trainings, the master-classes
•
festivals, exhibitions, performances and musical events
•
youth and children proj ects and actions
•
charitable action and social programmes
•
publications
Ill. Membership

3.1. Any physical persons of 18 years or older, as well as legal persons,
except for state or government bodies, can be members of the Union.

3.2. Both Azerbaijani and foreign citizens who share the purposes and tasks of
the Union can be its members.
3.3. Members have the following privileges to:
• participate in drafting the documents of the Union
• elect or be elected to the Executive council
• participate in organizing activities
• address to the Union for the aid to protect their professional
needs.
IV. Structure of the Union

4.1. The supreme legislative body of the Union is the annual general
conference of the members.
4.2 A supervising body is the Executive Council which is elected by the
General conference each two years.
4.3. the Executive Council consists of the chairman and his assistants.
Chairman operates on behalf of the Union and supervises over the
realization of resolutions of the General Conference.

V. Income and Disbursements

5.1. subscription fees paid by the Members,
5.2. income from assets and activities,
5.3. grants and private donations, received directly, and contributions from
non-governmental organizations,
5.4. payments received within the framework of contractual agreements for
services rendered by the Union.

VI. Dissolution

6.1. Members of the Union may decide to dissolve the Union through a
decision taken at an Extraordinary General Assembly by a simple majority of
the members present or represented.

Section 8.b
1.

Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Azerbaijan
CHARTER
of legal registration of non-commercial legal personality
Registration No.1110-Q30-2803
Name of legal personality: "Azerbajan Khalchachilary" Carpet Makers' Union
Date of registration: 29th January 2010
Signed by: Togrul Musayev, Deputy Minister
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Section 8.b
2.

Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Azerbaijan
Extract from the State Inventory of Noncommercial Organisations

Name of organization: "Azerbajan Khalchachilary" Carpet Makers' Union
Date of registration: 29th January 2010
Number of registration: No.1110-Q30-2803
Legal status: Public Union
Fiscal year: 1st January – 31st December
Legal address: 51/4, Asef Zeynally street, AZ 1095, Sabail district, Baku, Azerbaijan
Region of activity: the Republic of Azerbaijan
Aim and object of activity: safeguarding, development and promotion of the Azerbaijani
carpetweaving
Legal founder: Roya Taghiyeva
Legal basis for registration: meeting of the founders in 13th July, 2009
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